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WORDS FROM JAAP
Hi Everybody!
Could you please help us? Many of you are doing
amazing things with MindSonar. Helping people
understand and change. Helping teams be more
cohesive and effective. Helping organizations
transition, especially important in corona times.
You do all that, and more. But we don't know how! So
please send us text: an article, a short report: "This is
what I did, powered by MindSonar!"
Because we're all so much more...
Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder

MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Webinar - November 26th, Ian Clarke presents a webinar introduction to
'Understanding with MindSonar'. 14:00-15:00 hrs GMT.
Benchmark Feature now active - All MS Profs can now use the benchmark
feature. Click on the big blue Benchmark button in your dashboard and you
can set up a professional benchmark to show your clients.
MindSonar Certification - 10 new professionals from Puerto Rico and
Dominican republic joined our ranks in Mindsonar this month - Well done,
Jaime Leal and team.
New App: Brigitte, Marcia and Ian are exploring the development of an app to
test knowledge and keep MindSonar distinctions at the fingertips of
professionals. For more information contact Brigitte
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MINDSONAR PROJECTS SHOWCASE
MindSonar Business Growth
MindSonar is helping develop solopreneurs and entrepreneurs during these
difficult times.
As mindsonar is so adaptable, measuring the context 'Building My Business'
helps business owners identify their strengths, blindspots and values so they
know what changes they need to make to have a successful business and a
fantastic life. The business owner can also apply the thinking styles and values to
their products, target market and marketing message.
For more information talk to Ian or Peter

MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY
MEET MARCIA & BRIGITTE
Marcia Richardson and Brigitte Dusseldorp own 'Leading Lean' Both are
Business Coaches, MindSonar Professionals and skilled in LEAN, Six
Sigma, Agile, NLP, MBTI and ABC-Model. They work from the
Netherlands.
They connect business growth to personal growth. Less stress and more
fun while empowering the workforce. They connect opportunities of
companies with personal leadership and sustainable change.
They have employed boxing coaching to develop a team, as well as
Mindsonar to map out thinking patterns. They say, 'as business coaches,
we know what it takes to initiate change. We hold up a mirror to you and
show you what you don't see'.
Say hello to Marcia and Brigitte
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RECOGNIZING MINDSET
Bye bye Trump
Red and orange values. Only power and success
are important. Individually centered drives.
Orange belief: rules are for ordinary people,
not for winners. Red: I am the boss, your fired!
Internally referenced: If I say I've won, I have!
No matter what the numbers say.

Article
WORLD BOXING CHAMPION HAS A UNIQUE
COMBINATION OF THINKING STYLES
By Jaime Leal
Esther María de Los Ángeles Micheo Santizo is a Guatemalan athlete,
outstanding in her sports career as well as a successful entrepreneur.
María, The Unstoppable <<la imparable>> Micheo, is a unique athlete, who
practices different sports, and gives herself to them with passion. She has
specifically excelled in Karate, where she holds a Black Belt III Dan (48/51
kg.) obtaining the following triumphs:

National Karate Champion (2001, 2012), Karate Do Gold Medals 2001 to 2012, Gold
medals in invitational tournaments (Guatemala, Salvador and Nicaragua) 2001-2012,
Gold Medal Murayama Cup, Mexico 2008, Bronze medal Team tournaments USA
Open, Las Vegas 2008, Bronze Medal Central American and Caribbean
Championship Karate Do (2007-2009)
Read More
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